NOTIFICATION

A Walk-in Interview for the post of Programmers on contract basis at the Computer Centre, University of Kerala, for a period of 11 months, is scheduled to be held on 17.01.2020 at 11.00 AM in the Pro-Vice-Chancellor's Chamber, University Buildings, Palayam, Thiruvananthapuram.

The qualification, age limit, remuneration etc fixed for the post are as detailed below:-

Qualifications:-

B.Tech in Computer Science and Engineering with a minimum of first class in aggregate from a recognised University in India.

OR

MCA after completing a regular full time course from any recognized University in India with a minimum of first class in aggregate.

OR

M.Sc (Computer Science) after completing B.Sc (Computer science) or BCA where both graduate and post graduate degrees were awarded after completing regular full time courses of recognised Universities in India with minimum of first class for both graduation and post graduation. Relaxation in percentage of marks for SC/ST and OBC candidates.

Relaxation is allowed in percentage marks to the tune of 10% for SC/ST candidates and 5% for OBC candidates eligible for reservation.

Technical Experience:

1. Experience in using latest RDBMS tools in network environment with server class Operating System.
2. Experience in using Web Programming tools.
3. Experience in the installation and maintenance of systems based on client server architecture.

Desirable:

1. Two years experience in the areas mentioned above in the case of candidates possessing B.Tech/M.Sc./MCA Degree.
2. Consistently good academic track record from 10th standard onwards.
3. Very good score in papers like Computer Networks and Database Management Systems.
Age
Not more than 36 years as on 01.01.2020 (Usual relaxation in the upper age limit shall be allowed in the case of candidates belonging to SC/ST, OBC Communities).

Remuneration
Consolidated amount of Rs. 25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Thousand only) per month.

Eligible candidates have to report for Interview at 9.00 AM on 17.01.2020 at University Buildings, Palayam, Thiruvananthapuram, with originals of the following documents, along with one set of attested photocopy of the same, one Passport Size Photo and the duly filled Application Form [The prescribed application form can be downloaded from the link ‘Job Notifications’ in the website www.keralauniversity.ac.in].:-

1. Certificates to prove age, community, qualifications
   a. SSLC/CBSE/ICSE or similar Certificates.
   b. Certificate in proof of having passed Pre-Degree or other equivalent examination.
   c. Degree Certificate.
   d. Certificates of Masters Degree.
2. Marklists of the qualifying examination(s). **Percentage Certificate / Grade Conversion Formula** to be produced.
3. **Eligibility Certificate / Equivalency Certificate** issued by the University of Kerala stating that your qualifying degrees issued by other Universities, if any, are equivalent to that of the University of Kerala.
4. Experience Certificate.
5. Other relevant document in support of your application as per notification.
6. Caste Certificate/Non-Creamy Layer Certificate *(If you claim reservation)*.

If the candidate doesn’t possess the prescribed criteria or in the event of failure to produce the necessary documents in original at the time of interview, he/she will not be permitted to attend the interview.

REGISTRAR (i/c)